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STELLAR JOCKEYS OCTOBER NEWSLETTER
Welcome to the Stellar Jockeys  newsletter for October. This month we
have a bunch of things that we hope will be helpful for the upcoming
holiday season as well as some fantastic community submissions.

Benjamin, Stellar Jockeys

Spooky Sale Time!

Looking to buy the Deluxe Edition of our �rst game at its lowest ever
price? Don't miss out on the �Steam Halloween Sale� , which is currently
live until 10:00 PST November 2nd. Why not tell all your friends?

New Documentation for Modders
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T-Shirt — SNC Skull & Laurel

$20.00

Browse Store

Have you always wanted to mod Brigador but didn't know how or where
to start? Well, we've put together some detailed documentation that
covers the simple basics of cheating and changing values, all the way up
to teaching you how to create maps and even make enemy-only vehicles
available to the player. Check out the easy-to-browse online document (or
the same thing as a Steam thread) now.

Restocking of Merch Coming Soon

Inventory normally sold in-person at conventions is currently on its way to
our ful�llment partners. This means if you missed out on a certain shirt
size, a few more will become available very soon! If you have any problems
with your orders, don't hesitate to contact us at
team@stellarjockeys.com.

Streaming with Benjamin
Tune in to our Discord every Monday and Friday at 20:00 CEST (12:00
PT/15:00 ET) if you wish to catch Benjamin's twice-weekly streams.
Currently we are going through the campaign of Binary Domain, which is
an overlooked 2012 title by the developers of the Yakuza series, so come
hang out and chat!
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Necromunda Season One Wrapping Up

Our community moderator Commander who started a Necromunda
campaign all the way back in August is about to close o� Season One. The
fourth and �nal round will end on November 2nd. As of the last battle
report, MikeMurdock's gang has the highest rating out of the seven
remaining gangs, with three others already being able to successfully
retire. Commander is looking forward to Season Two after a brief break,
and all newcomers will be welcome. In case you didn't catch them, check
out the two dozen maps the community has made over in the Steam
workshop!

Community Spotlight
Newcomer to the community glwzbll made a great synth tribute track
titled Solo Nobre Must Fall over on their soundcloud. We asked Makeup
And Vanity Set what they thought and the response was...

Long time member, ceriseCisilipp, has given us a take on Hey Arthur's
"You've Got To Be Kidding"...

It's also been long enough that we can o�cially devote most of this
section to FlyingDebris' recent Brigador-inspired contributions...
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...Lastly, Dapper Platypus has probably been playing Among Us.

As ever, this is only a handful of the many posts that end up in our
becks_best channel every month. You can see much more over on
Discord.

Join Our Discord Server

Next Month
In November's newsletter we'll �nd out what new campaign Commander
has in store, as well as another helping of community creations.
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